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Abstract. One of the key research issues with moving objects databases (MOD) 
is the uncertainty management problem. In this paper, we discuss how the un-
certainty of network constrained moving objects can be reduced by using rea-
sonable modeling methods and location update policies. Besides, we present a 
framework to support variable accuracies in presenting the locations of moving 
objects. The operation design issues with uncertainty involved are also dis-
cussed. 

1.  Introduction 

Uncertainty management is an important research issue in the moving objects database 
(MOD) technology. As stated in [8, 13], due to network delays, measuring errors, and 
the limitations of sampling methods, uncertainty is an inherent aspect of MOD.  

The uncertainty management problem in MOD is actually two-fold – first, how to 
reduce uncertainty through reasonable modeling methods and location update policies; 
and second, how to express uncertainty and deal with uncertain data in databases by 
introducing suitable data types, operations, and index structures. 

In recent years, a lot of research has been focused on the uncertainty management 
problem for moving objects, especially on the second aspect of the problem. In [8], 
Pfoser and Jensen et al. have analyzed the sources of uncertainty in presenting the 
locations of moving objects, and a representation framework has been proposed to 
deal with uncertain data. The work in [9] has explored the uncertainty and fuzziness in 
managing moving objects, and a mechanism is provided to deal with temporal, spatial, 
and spatio-temporal indeterminacies. In [12, 13], Trajcevski and Wolfson et al. have 
discussed the uncertainty management strategies in the DOMINO system. By applying 
an uncertainty threshold, the trajectory of a moving object is extended from a curve to 
a tube in the X%Y%T space and the operations, such as inside, are extended by intro-
ducing the uncertainty semantics such as “sometimes”, “always”, “possibly”, and 
“definitely”. In [11], a set of data types and operations have been proposed for the 
uncertainty management of moving objects. However, nearly none of these works 
have treated the interactions between moving objects and the underlying transporta-
tion networks in anyway. The works in [4, 7, 10] have discussed the uncertainty man-
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agement problems with transportation networks involved. However, transportation 
networks are only used to reduce sampling noises from GPS or to predict future posi-
tions of moving objects.  

In this paper, we discuss how the uncertainty of network constrained moving ob-
jects can be reduced through reasonable modeling methods and location update poli-
cies. We will mainly focus on the uncertainty caused by sampling methods so that we 
assume the uncertainty caused by other factors to be negligible. 

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the 
basic methodologies in managing the uncertainty of network constrained moving ob-
jects; Section 3 deals with variable granularities in uncertainty management; Section 4 
analyzes operation design issues with uncertainty involved; and Section 5 finally con-
cludes the paper. 

2.  Basic Uncertainty Management Strategies for Network 
Constrained Moving Objects 

In this section, we first present the basic data model for network constrained moving 
objects and the corresponding location update policies, and then we analyze the uncer-
tainty problem under this framework. 

2.1 The Basic Data Model to Present Network Constrained Moving Objects 

Let’s first deal with the underlying transportation networks. For simplicity, we model 
the whole transportation network as one single graph (for a more complete model, see 
[3]), and we will use “transportation network” and “transportation graph” inter-
changeably throughout this paper. 

Definition 1 (transportation graph) A transportation graph G is defined as a pair: 
G = ( R, J ) 

where R is a set of routes and J is a set of junctions. 
Definition 2 (route) A route of graph G, denote by r, is defined as follows: 

r = (rid, route, len, fdr) 
where rid is the identifier of r, route is a polyline which describes the geometry of r, 
len is the length of r, and fdrc {0, 1, 2} is the direction of the traffic flow allowed in r.  

The polyline route in the above definition can be defined as a series of points in the 
Euclidean space. For simplicity, we suppose that the graph is spatially embedded in 
the X%Y plane so that the polyline can be presented as a series of points of the (x, y) 
form. The polyline is considered directed, which enables us to speak of the beginning 
point (or 0-end) and the end point (or 1-end) of the route. 

The direction of traffic flow allowed in a route can have three possibilities, which 
are specified by fdr, whose value can assume 0, 1, 2, which corresponds to “from 0-
end to 1-end”, “from 1-end to 0-end”, and “both directions allowed” respectively. 

Definition 3 (junction) A junction of graph G, denoted by j, is defined as follows: 

j = (jid, loc, ((ridi, posi))
n
i 1= , m) 



where jid is the identifier of j, loc is the location of j which can be represented by a 

point value in the X%Y plane, m is the connectivity matrix [3] of j and ((ridi, posi))
n
i 1=  

describes the routes connected by j, where ridi is the identifier of the ith route and posi 
c [0, 1] describes the position of the junction in the ith route. We suppose that the 
total length of any route is 1, and then every location in the route can be presented by 
a real number p c [0, 1].  

Based on the above definitions for transportation networks, we can then define 
some useful data types – graph point, graph route section, and graph region, which 
form the basis for the modeling and querying of moving objects.  

Let junct(jid), route(rid) be functions which return the junction and the route corre-
sponding to the specified identifiers respectively. Let juncts(G) and routes(G) be the 
set of junctions and the set of routes of G respectively. 

Definition 4 (graph point) A graph point is a point residing in the graph. The set of 
graph points of graph G, denoted by GP, is defined as follows: 

GP = {(rid, pos) | route(rid) c routes(G), and pos c [0, 1]}  
In this definition, we only cite the route information since the locations of junctions 

can be represented by the locations in routes. 
Definition 5 (graph route section) A graph route section is a part of a route. The 

set of graph route sections of graph G, denoted by GRS, can be defined as follows: 
GRS = {(rid, S) | route(rid) c routes(G), and S ` [0, 1] }  

Definition 6 (graph region) A graph region is defined as a set of junctions and a 
set of route sections. The set of graph regions of graph G, denoted by GR, is defined 
as follows: 

GR = {(V, W) | V  `  GJ, W ` GRS } 
where GJ = {jid | junct(jid) c juncts(G)}.  

Based on the above definitions of network constrained data types, we can then 
model network constrained moving objects. Since in most cases a moving object can 
be viewed as a point, moving objects are modeled as moving graph points. A moving 
graph point, mgp, is a function from time to graph point, that is: 

mgp = f: T d GP 

where T is the domain of time, and GP is the domain of graph point of the graph. 
In implementation, this function should be translated into a discrete representation. 

That is, a moving graph point is expressed as a set of moving units, and each moving 
unit describes one single moving pattern of the moving object for a certain period of 
time.  

Definition 7 (moving graph point) a moving graph point, mgp, is defined as a se-
quence: 

mgp = (ti, (ridi, posi), vmi) 1
n
i=   

where ti is a time instant, (ridi, posi) = gpi is a graph point describing the location of 
the moving object at time ti, and vmi is the speed measure of the moving object at time 
ti. We call (ti, (ridi, posi), vmi) = µi the ith “moving unit” of mgp. For a running moving 
object, its last moving unit, µn, contains predicted information so that it is called “ac-
tive moving unit”, which contains key information for location update algorithms (see 
Subsection 2.2). 



The speed measure vm is a real number value. Its abstract value is equal to the 
speed of the moving object, while its sign (either positive or negative) depends on the 
direction of the moving object. If the moving object is moving from 0-end towards 1-
end, then the sign is positive. Otherwise, if it is moving from 1-end to 0-end, the sign 
is negative.  

For a valid moving graph point value, the following conditions should be met: 
(1) ≤i c {1, … n-1} : (ridi = ridi+1) - (gpi+1 geographically coincides with a junc-

tion which connects gpi and gpi+1); 
(2) ≤i c {1, … n-1} : viable(gpi, gpi+1); 
(3) ≤i c {1, … n-1} : ti < ti+1, and the moving object is assumed to move at even 

speed between ti and ti+1.  
In the above definition, viable(gpi, gpi+1) means that through route(ridi) or the junc-

tion which connects gpi and gpi+1, moving objects can transfer from gpi to gpi+1. 
The main benefit of modeling moving objects on networks is that inside a certain 

route, the movement of the moving object is reduced to 1-demensional so that the 
index structures, the location update policies, and the related uncertainty management 
issues can be simplified. 

2.2 The Location Update Policy for Network Constrained Moving Objects 

In Definition 7, we assume that between two consecutive moving units, the moving 
object moves at even speed so that the position of the moving object at any time in-
stant is a precise graph point. However, this is only an ideal situation. In real-world 
MOD applications, moving units are generated by location updates. If every speed 
change corresponds to a location update, the communication and computation cost can 
be too much expensive. To balance precision and communication costs, the system 
typically uses some predefined threshold to trigger location updates [14] so that the 
moving object between two consecutive location updates only moves at roughly even 
speed, which yields uncertainty (see Subsection 2.3).  

In the network constrained MOD system, we suppose that every moving object is 
equipped with a portable computing platform and a GPS. The GPS enables the mov-
ing object to measure its current position in the (x, y) form (suppose that the MOD 
application is based on X%Y plane). With the support of some algorithms, the comput-
ing platform of the moving object can transform this location information to the (rid, 
pos) form, where rid is the identifier of the route where the moving object is located, 
and pos c [0, 1] is the location of the moving object inside the route.  

When a moving object mo initiates its journey in the MOD system, it needs to send 
to the server a location update message of the following form:  

msgu = (mid, tu, (ridu, posu), vmu) 
where mid is the identifier of mo, tu is the time when the location update is triggered, 
(ridu, posu) = gpu is the location (expressed as a graph point) of mo at time tu, and vmu 
is the speed measure of mo at time tu.  

Whenever receiving a location update message, the server will simply extract the 
information contained in it and generate a corresponding moving unit. This moving 
unit is then appended to the moving graph point value of the moving object as the 



active moving unit. The moving object will also keep the active moving unit for loca-
tion update purposes. 

During its move, the moving object will compare its actual location with the com-
puted location derived from the active moving unit. Whenever certain conditions are 
met, a location update will be triggered. In the network constrained MOD system, 
there are three kinds of location updates – the ID-Triggered Locations Update (ITLU), 
the Distance-Threshold-Triggered Location Update (DTTLU), and the Speed-
Threshold-Triggered Location Update (STTLU), as shown in Figure 1.  

Fig. 1. An example moving graph point value 

(1) ITLU. Whenever the moving object changes from one route to another via a 
junction, a location update will be triggered, and a new moving unit corresponding to 
the entering point to the new route will be appended to the corresponding moving 
graph point value of the moving object. 

(2) DTTLU. A location update will be triggered whenever the difference between 
the computed position derived from the active moving unit and the actual position 
measured by the milemeter exceed a certain predefined distance threshold ✛. The 
computed location of the moving object is as follows (suppose the active moving unit 
is (tn, (ridn, posn), vmn)): 

posnow  = posn  +  vm n × (tnow – tn)  
(3) STTLU. Whenever the difference between the current speed of the moving ob-

ject and the speed recorded in the active moving unit exceeds a certain predefined 
speed threshold ✫, a location update will be triggered. 

2.3 Computing the Locations of Moving Objects with Uncertainty Considered 

As stated in Subsection 2.2, since inside a moving unit, a moving object moves only 
roughly at even speed, its location is no longer a precise graph point at any time in-
stant. Actually, its position other than the location update times becomes uncertain, 
and we can only describe its position by the concept of “possible location”. In this 
subsection, we discuss how the possible location of the moving object at any given 
time instant can be computed through its moving unit and the thresholds predefined in 
the system.  

We suppose that the corresponding moving units of an active moving object, mo, is 
as follows: 

mgp = ((ti, (ridi, posi), vmi)) 1
n
i=  

Let µi = (ti, (ridi, posi), vmi) (1 [ i [ n) be the ith moving unit of the moving object, 
and gpi = (ridi, posi) be the location of the moving object at time ti. For the sake of 
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simplicity, we assume that the speed measure vmi is positive, which means that the 
moving object is moving from 0-end towards 1-end along route(ridi). The methodol-
ogy can be easily adapted to the situation when the speed measure is negative.  

Let v max
i = vmi + ✫ and v min

i = vmi – ✫, where ✫ is the speed threshold. In the fol-

lowing discussion, we suppose that ✛, v min
i , and v max

i  have already been transformed 

to the [0, 1] scope according to the length of the corresponding route.  

Case 1.  ≥ i c {1, …, n} : tq = ti 
In this case, tq happens to be a location update time, and the possible location of the 
moving object is a precise graph point gpq = (gidi, ridi, posi). 

Case 2.  ≥ i c {1, …, n – 1} : ti < tq < ti+1 
If ridi = ridi+1, we can be assured that the moving object is on route(ridi) at time tq. 
Suppose its position in route(ridi) is pq c [0, 1]. pq satisfies the following conditions: 

1) pos *
q  – ✛ [ pq [ pos *

q  + ✛, where pos *
q  = posi +  vmi × (tq – ti). Otherwise there 

would be a DTTLU between ti and ti+1; 

2) posi + v min
i × ( tq – ti ) [ pq [  posi + v max

i × ( tq – ti ). Otherwise there would be an 

STTLU between ti and ti+1;  

3) posi+1 – v max
i × (ti+1 – tq) [ pq [  posi+1 – v min

i × (ti+1 – tq). Otherwise, the moving 

object would not be able to arrive at gpi+1 in time without triggering an STTLU. 
Therefore, the possible location of the moving object at time tq is a graph route sec-

tion grsq = (gidn, ridn, [pqmin, pqmax]), where pqmin, pqmax can be computed in the follow-
ing way: 

pqmin = max(0,  pos *
q – ✛,  posi + v min

i × ( tq – ti ), posi+1 – v max
i × (ti+1 – tq)) 

 pqmax =min( 1, pos *
q  + ✛,  posi + v max

i × ( tq – ti ), posi+1 – v min
i × (ti+1 – tq)) 

where pos *
q  = posi +  vmi × (tq – ti). 

If ridi g ridi+1, then we know that µi+1 is generated by an ITLU, and gpi+1 geo-
graphically coincides with a junction. In this case, before proceeding with the above 
procedure, we need first to transform gpi+1 to the corresponding graph point in 
route(ridi). 

Case 3.  tn < tq   ≤  tnow 
In this case, we know that the moving object is still on route(ridn), and its location in 
route(ridn) at time tq, denoted by pq (pq c [0,1]), satisfies the following conditions: 

1) pos ◊

q – ✛ [ pq [  pos ◊

q  + ✛, where pos ◊

q  = posn +  vmn × (tq – tn). Otherwise there 

would be a DTTLU triggered after tn; 

2) posn + v min
n × ( tq – tn ) [ pq [  posn + v max

n × ( tq – tn ). Otherwise there would be 

a STTLU triggered after tn;  
Therefore, the possible location of the moving object at time tq is a graph route 

section grsq = (gidn, ridn, [pqmin, pqmax]), where pqmin, pqmax can be computed as follows: 



pqmin =  max (0, pos ◊

q – ✛, posn + v min
n × ( tq – tn )) 

pqmax = min (1, pos ◊

q  + ✛, posn + v max
n × ( tq – tn )) 

where pos ◊

q  = posn +  vmn × (tq – tn). 

As described above, the possible location of the moving object is a moving graph 
route section, as shown in Figure 2 (for simplicity, we only depict the situation when 
the moving objects is moving inside one route. For the whole trajectory covering mul-
tiple routes, see Figure 4).  

Fig. 2. Possible location of a moving object 

As illustrated in Figure 2, when uncertainty is considered, the possible location of 
the moving object at any time instant can be computed, which is a graph route section. 
This is a main advantage compared with the model of moving objects on free X%Y 
plane, where the possible location of a moving object is a region. To generalize the 
concept of moving graph route section for the design of operators, we define it as 
follows. 

Definition 8 (moving graph route section) a moving graph route section, mgrs, is 
defined as the following form: 

mgrs = ((ti, (ridi, posi), vmi) 1
n
i= , p) 

where (ti, (ridi, posi), vmi) 1
n
i=  includes all the moving units of the moving object gen-

erated by location updates, and p is a period value which is composed of a set of dis-
joint time intervals. Figure 2(b) illustrates an example moving graph route section 
value (the shaded part). 

For a valid moving graph route section value, the following conditions should be 
met (suppose gpi = (ridi, posi)): 

(1) ≤i c {1, … n-1} : (ridi = ridi+1) - (gpi+1 geographically coincides with a 
junction which connects gpi and gpi+1); 

(2) ≤i c {1, … n-1} : viable(gpi, gpi+1); 
(3)  t1 [ min(p) < max(p) [ tnow  (if the moving object is still active in the system) 
       t1 [ min(p) < max(p) [ tn    (if the moving object has finished its trip) 

3.  Multiple Granularities in Uncertainty Management 

By adjusting the distance threshold ✛ and the speed threshold ✫, the framework pre-
sented in Section 2 can support variable precisions in presenting the locations of mov-
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ing objects. However, sometimes this is still “too precise”. In a lot of cases, much 
lower precisions in presenting the locations of moving objects, for instance, “from 
8:00 to 10:00, I was traveling in the city center; after that until 13:00 I was visiting the 
museum area; and from 13:00 to 15:00 I was in the university area” is quite accept-
able. 

To better support variable precisions in presenting the locations of moving objects, 
we define a new data type, discretely moving graph region, to describe the possible 
locations of moving objects 

Definition 9 (discretely moving graph region) A discretely moving graph region 
is defined as a sequence of the following form: 

dmgr = ((ti, gregioni))
n
i 1=  

where ti is a time instant, gregioni is a graph region value. For ≤i c {1, … n-1}, ti < 
ti+1, and the moving object is assumed to move inside gregioni between ti and ti+1. For 
simplicity, we also call ((ti, gregioni) (1 [ i [ n) a “moving unit” of the moving object. 

The locations of moving objects can be tracked in the following way. First, the 
whole transportation network is partitioned into a group of areas with each area to be a 
graph region. To support multiple granularities in uncertainty management, the system 
can have multiple partitions on the same traffic network, which form a hierachical 
structure (as shown in Figure 3(a)). The graph regions are uniquely numbered, and 
both the server and the moving object need to keep the partition information. To avoid 
frequent location updates when moving objects are moving near the border between 
two partitions, these partition areas should overlap each other to some extent, as 
shown in Figure 3(b).  

Fig. 3. Partition of the underlying traffic network 

When a moving object starts its trip, it needs to send to the server its current region 
number. During its life time, whenever it crosses the border of the current region, a 
location update will be triggered. The location update message includes the time and 
the number of the new graph region where the moving object is located. When the 
server receives a location update message, it will simply generate a moving unit and 
append it to the discretely moving graph region value of the moving object.  

Under this framework, the possible location of a moving object at any given time 
instant tq is a graph region. If ti [ tq < ti+1, then the possible location of the moving 
object is gregioni. If tn [ tq < tnow, then the possible location is gregionn.  

By selecting a suitable granularity, the moving object can control the communica-
tion and computation costs caused by location updates.  
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4. Taking Uncertainty into the Design of Operations 

In [5], Güting et al. have defined a rich set of operations for network constrained 
moving objects and the related data types. Through some extension, these operations 
can be upgraded to support uncertainty. In this section, we do not aim to present a full 
design of operations with uncertainty involved. Instead, we only outline some general 
ideas behind the design.  

First let’s see the “trajectories” of moving objects. If a moving object is modeled 
directly in the Euclidean space, its trajectory is a curve (or a tube when uncertainty is 
considered) in the X%Y%T space [8, 13]. However, in network constrained moving 
objects databases, the trajectory of a moving object can have totally different forms, as 
shown in Figure 4.  

Fig. 4. “Trajectories” of moving objects 

As illustrated in Figure 4, the possible location of a moving object at any given 
time instant tq, denoted by ✬(tq), is the intersection of its trajectory and the plane cor-
responding to tq (which is vertical to the t–axis). ✬(tq) can be either a graph route 
section (see Figure 4(a)), or a graph region (see Figure 4(b)). 

Let Ø✬(tq) be the set of points contained in ✬(tq). In designing an operation which 
involves the whole trajectory or part of the trajectory, say inside, we need to extend it 
to inside_possibly and inside_definitely with the following semantics: 

inside_possibly(✬(tq), A)  � ≥p c Ø✬(tq) : inside(p, A) � intersects(✬(tq), A) 
inside_definately(✬(tq), B)  � ≤p c Ø✬(tq) : inside(p, B) � inside(✬(tq), B) 

Figure 5 illustrates the semantics of the extended inside operation.  

 
Fig. 5. Semantics of inside_possibly and inside_definately 

Following the strategy described above, we can extend other operations, such as at, 
intersect, atperiod, and atinstant, with uncertainty involved. For instance, the signa-
ture of the atperiod and atinstant operations can be extended as follows (mgrs, dmgr, 
grs, gr are the data types corresponding to moving graph route section, discretely 
moving graph region, graph route section, and graph region respectively): 
atperiod: mgrs ×  period � mgrs   

dmgr ×  period � dmgr 
atinstant:  mgrs ×  instant � grs 

dmgr ×  instant � gregion 
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5. Conclusion 

One of the key research issues with moving objects databases (MOD) is the uncer-
tainty management problem. In this paper, we have discussed how the uncertainty of 
network constrained moving objects can be reduced by using reasonable modeling 
methods and location update policies. Besides, we have presented a framework to 
support variable accuracies in presenting the locations of moving objects. The opera-
tion design issues with uncertainty involved have also been discussed.  

The above mechanism is designed for implementation in the Secondo system [1]. 
We have designed a rich set of data types and operations for moving objects and the 
underlying transportation graphs [5, 2], which are under development as three algebra 
modules, spatial algebra, transportation graph algebra, and moving object algebra, in 
the Secondo system. 

The future research includes the full design of the operations with uncertainty con-
sidered, the index structures for the uncertain trajectories of the network constrained 
moving objects, and the corresponding query processing techniques. 
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